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intergraph allows you to get the most out of your intergraph plant design software with a growing list of add-ons and customisations.to further enhance the user experience and make your intergraph plant design software a safer and more enjoyable tool, the intergraph smartplant lets you set and manage permissions,and will keep you notified of
changes to the design.this is done through the intergraph smartplant for compliance with intergraph standard engineering practices. intergraph smartplant foundation is the powerful and comprehensive software solution for the design of plants.built on the latest technology and integrated with leading plant design tools, this software delivers a safe
and easy-to-use environment for the creation, design, and simulation of plants. from developing process plants, equipment and pipes to advanced simulation of your plant, the intergraph smartplant will help you make the right decisions from the very beginning. the intergraph smartplant software uses the same core data as the intergraph plant
design software.it is an intelligent tool that seamlessly integrates with intergraph plant design software. no need to navigate between the software, or worse, manually convert data, smartplant will automatically update your p&id to keep it in sync. the intergraph smartplant software provides a single, safe and easy-to-use environment for the
creation, design, and simulation of plants. it leverages the latest technology and integrated with leading plant design tools, to deliver a safe and easy-to-use environment for the creation, design, and simulation of plants. from developing process plants, equipment and pipes to advanced simulation of your plant, the intergraph smartplant will help
you make the right decisions from the very beginning.
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